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Fine Dentistry of Downtown Orlando
Aileen Trivedi, DMD, FAGD

OUR VISION: Our purpose and passion at Fine Dentistry of Downtown Orlando is to give every patient the
highest quality dental care in a safe and non-judgmental environment. We will strive to make each patient’s
appointment a caring and pain-free experience by listening to their dental goals and engaging with them
to achieve it through education on oral health and using the most advanced technology that dentistry can
offer. We want all our patients to feel at home and to
trust that they will always have first class and family
friendly experience. SPECIALTY: A comprehensive
approach to dental care. We cater to patients who want
the best and most convenient dental options. We do
same-day crowns, digital dentistry, and are equipped
to make yours a 5-star experience. We perform every
traditional dental procedure, and have the latest technology and the newest cosmetic approaches as well.
Our office brings in specialists to make complete care
through collaboration our standard. We LISTEN to
what the patient’s concern is, and then come up with
an action plan. We offer SAME-DAY CROWNS, Veneers, no-metal restorations, crowns, root canals, Invisalign®, implants, dentures, partial dentures, fixed
bridges, and complex corrective dentistry, treatment
for TMJ disorder, and botox and filler. EDUCATION/
CERTIFICATIONS: Bachelor of Science in Microbiology/Immunology from University of Miami; Dental
School at Boston University Goldman School of Dental
Medicine; General Practice Residency with an emphasis on medically compromised patients and oral cancer
survivors. AWARDS/HONORS: The prestigious Fellowship of the Academy of General Dentistry, and being voted Top Dentist so many years in a row. GREATEST RECENT ACCOMPLISHMENT: Renovating
our historic building and creating a space that is state
of the art, and facilitating the use of the latest technology and equipment. GREATEST RECENT PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT: I love what I do, and I am
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grateful for the chance to help patients with my skills.
Recently I was featured as a dental expert on Fox 35
News on the segment about Invisalign®. That was great
fun to do, and a wonderful spotlight on our practice.
You can check it out on my website: FineDentistryOrlando.com. INNOVATIONS: We use every technological advance to make dental experiences painless
and comfortable, even for the most anxious patients.
Fine Dentistry is one of a very few dental practices that
uses a digital scanner instead of mold impressions for
SAME DAY implants, crowns, bridges, veneers, case
planning, night guards, and Invisalign®. It is a privilege
being one of the few dentists in Central Florida doing
the life-changing procedure called Teeth Express®!
Working with a board-certified periodontist, we are
able to give patients back their smile. WHAT SETS
US APART: A passion to be the best, and treat our patients with the service and technology that we would
want for ourselves. We put a lot of effort into planning
our cases with photography and using Wax Models of
how we want our cosmetic outcome, prior to even doing any work on the patient. It helps us achieve the
top results that have earned us our reputation. Our
team genuinely cares that every part of your dental
experience is exceptional. Our goal is to be the best of
what dentistry has to offer, and from the feedback we
receive on a daily basis, we are meeting our goal! MY
THANKS: Thank you, Orlando, for making us the best,
once again. We continue to stay on the cutting edge of
dentistry and win awards, and that is all thanks to you!
CONTACT INFORMATION:
429 N. Ferncreek Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: 407-898-1621
Fax: 407-895-7280
Website: FineDentistryOrlando.com
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